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articles [17, 28]. The keystroke biometric is appealing for
several reasons. First, it is not intrusive, but rather
transparent, to computer users who type frequently for both
work and pleasure. Second, it is inexpensive since the only
hardware required is a computer with keyboard. Third,
keystrokes continue to be entered for potential repeated
checking after an initial user authentication since keystrokes
exist as a mere consequence of using computers [13], and
this continuing verification throughout a computer session
has been called dynamic verification [21] or active
authentication [8].
While most earlier studies used passwords or short name
strings [3, 6, 12, 19, 22, 24-26, 28, 29], some used long-text
input [4, 13, 21, 23, 27, 30-32, 36]. While most systems
developed previously have been experimental in nature,
there are a number of commercial keystroke authentication
products, primarily for password “hardening” [1, 2, 5, 10,
15, 18].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section describes the continual burst authentication
strategy. The remaining sections present the methodology,
the experimental results, and the conclusions.

Abstract—Data windows of keyboard input are analyzed to
continually authenticate computer users and verify that they
are the authorized ones. Because the focus is on fast intruder
detection, the authentication process operates on short bursts
of roughly a minute of keystroke input, while the training
process can be extensive and use hours of input. The biometric
system consists of components for data capture, feature
extraction, authentication classification, and receiveroperating-characteristic curve generation. Using keystroke
data from 120 users, system performance was obtained as a
function of two independent variables: the user population size
and the number of keystrokes per sample.
For each
population size, the performance increased (and the equal
error rate decreased) roughly logarithmically as the number of
keystrokes per sample was increased. The best closed-system
performance results of 99 percent on 14 participants and 96
percent on 30 participants indicate the potential of this
approach.
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keystroke biometrics, intruder detection, user authentication

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the development and evaluation of a
keystroke biometric system for continual computer-user
authentication on short-burst-input durations of one or a few
minutes. An application of this work is intruder detection,
by which we mean the discovery that somebody other than
the authentic user is using the computer [8, 9]. Another is
verifying the identity of students taking online tests, an
application important for the 2008 federal Higher Education
Opportunity Act which requires institutions of higher
learning to make greater online access control efforts by
adopting ubiquitous identification technologies [14]. While
intruder detection and online test-taking are similar in terms
of authenticating the user, fast discovery is required in the
intruder case to prevent significant harm. This study
focuses on the intruder detection problem.
Keystroke
biometric
systems
measure
typing
characteristics believed to be unique to an individual and
difficult to duplicate [6, 16]. The keystroke biometric is one
of the less-studied behavioral biometrics, usually relegated
to conference sessions on “other biometrics” and described
only briefly in books on biometrics. Nevertheless, the
keystroke biometric has been reviewed in several recent
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II.

CONTINUAL BUSRT AUTHENTICATION STRATEGY

This section defines the terminology and describes the
fundamental strategic approach to the problem. Continual
authentication is ongoing verification but with possible
interruptions. This is in contrast to continuous
authentication which would mean without interruption. We
define burst authentication as verification on a short period
of computer input after a pause. We believe this to be an
important concept. One strategy would be to have a moving
data interval window that captures, for example, a minute or
so of computer input per authentication check occurring at
fixed time interval of every five minutes or so (Fig. 1 (a)).
A better strategy we believe is to only capture the first burst
of input after each pause (Fig. 1(b)). This is because users
often pause for various reasons such as for telephone calls,
conversation with colleagues, coffee/bathroom breaks, etc.
Furthermore, there would likely be a pause just prior to the
entry of an intruder as well. Therefore, only after a pause
would re-authentication of the user be required as described
in Fig. 1 (b).
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(a)

(b)

probably be safely ignored. The threshold for the quantity
of data required for reasonable authentication is therefore an
additional parameter to be determined.
For this application of rapid intruder detection, the
authentication process operates ideally on short bursts of a
minute or so duration of text input. However, because huge
quantities of authentic user data are usually available, the
training process can be extensive and use many hours of
input.
Although this study is on the keystroke biometric, the
broader plan is to investigate several biometric system
components for potential integration into a powerful cybersecurity system to provide a multi-level computational
behavioral cognitive “fingerprint” of the person operating
the computer.
For example, keystroke and mouse
components operate at the subconscious automatic motor
control level, a stylometry component operates at the higher
cognitive linguistic (character, word, syntax) level, and an
intruder operational behavior component operates at the
highest cognitive semantic level of intentional motivation
(Fig. 2).

Uniform burst authentication

Burst authentication with pauses

Figure 1. Burst authentication.

The primary motivation for using this concept of burst
authentication is to reduce the frequency of independent
authentication checks. This has the advantages of reducing
the false alarm rate, avoiding the capture of unnecessarily
large quantities of data and using excessive computing
resources to process the input, while still providing
sufficient data for continual training of the biometric
system.
There are two time periods that need to be determined for
this strategy. One is the length of the pause for burst
authentication which needs to be shorter than the entry time
of an intruder. Therefore, estimating plausible intruder
entry times will provide the critical upper bound on the
pause time. Measuring actual authentic user pauses once
the system is deployed could additionally provide useful
data to determine the potential savings resulting from the
reduced authentication frequency of the burst mode relative
to the fixed-interval-spacing mode. Note that in an open
office environment with computers close together and
available to many users, the plausible pause time between
an authentic user and an intruder may be negligible, causing
the burst authentication approach to revert to the fixedinterval-window-spacing approach.
The second time period of interest is the length of the
data capture authentication window, which is presumably
on the order of a minute or so. For the intruder scenario this
needs to be short enough to catch the intruder before
significant harm is caused, yet long enough to make an
accurate detection and reduce false alarms.
The occurrence of low-volume computer input must also
be considered. For example, with a user browsing the
Internet or checking email while simultaneously engaged in
a phone call, the computer input activity may not provide
sufficient data for authentication in a short window.
Furthermore, in situations, such as phone calls or drinking
coffee, in which the user may be using only one hand for
keyboard input, the data may be sporadic and not
representative of normal user behavior. Fortunately, lowvolume computer input of this nature would also not be
considered likely intruder behavior. Therefore, data capture
windows containing only small quantities of data can

Figure 2. Behavioral biometrics and human cognitive levels.

For using such a continual authentication system on
government or private company machines, keylogger
software could be installed to transparently capture user
input on all monitored PCs and the authentication
processing performed on servers. However, because many
employees like to use their PC for occasional personal use –
email, banking, stock market transactions, etc. – there are
obvious privacy concerns with a keylogger capturing all
input, including account numbers and passwords. And,
although the organizations might say they can monitor their
machines as they like, the employees could have strong
objections. To increase user acceptance and ameliorate
privacy concerns, monitored machines should be clearly
marked as such and unmonitored machines could be made
available for employee personal use during lunch and break
times. Nevertheless, privacy concerns remain.
III.

METHODOLOGY

This work is aimed at developing a behavioral biometric
system to continually authenticate users of standard
desktop/laptop computers. For the computer environment
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we target the standard office environment computer that
includes keyboard, mouse, Windows operating system,
network interface card, connection to a printer, and the
standard software product suite of Microsoft Office
applications.
This study used an existing system consisting of
components for data capture, feature extraction, and
authentication classification [30-32]. The keystroke data
were captured in a Java applet that used the PC Windowsevent clock. Although the key press and release times were
recorded in a millisecond format, the actual time resolution
of the PC Windows-event clock was recently discovered to
be only 15.6 milliseconds [20].
The feature extraction component extracts a vector of 239
features from the raw timing data. The features are
statistical in nature and designed to characterize an
individual’s keystroke dynamics over writing samples of
200 or more characters. Most of the features are averages
and standard deviations of key press duration times and of
digraph transition times. While key press duration and
transition times are typically used as features in keystroke
biometric password authentication systems, our use of the
statistical measures of means and standard deviations of the
key presses and transitions is uncommon and only practical
for long text input. As additional features, we use
percentages of key presses of many of the special keys.
Some of these percentage features are designed to capture
the user’s preferences for using certain keys or key groups –
for example, some users do not capitalize or use much
punctuation in email. The features are grouped as follows
(see [30] for details):
x
x

x

x
x

The computation of a keystroke-duration mean or
standard deviation requires special handling when there are
few samples. For example, when the number of samples
for a keyboard key is less than a threshold, the mean is
calculated as the weighted average of the mean of the key in
question and the mean of the appropriate fallback group of
keys at the next highest node in a hierarchy tree. Because
we are dealing with long-text input, fallback is necessary
for only infrequently used keys.
Thus, we ensure
computability (no zero divides) and obtain reasonable
values for all feature measurements.
Two preprocessing steps are performed on the feature
measurements: outlier removal and feature standardization.
Outlier removal is particularly important for these features
because a keyboard user could pause for a phone call, for a
sip of coffee, or for numerous other reasons, and the
resulting outliers – overly long transition times – would
skew the feature measurements. Overly long key presses
can also occur but are rare. Outlier removal consists of
removing any duration or transition time that is more than
two standard deviations from the mean values. After outlier
removal, averages and standard deviations are recalculated
recursively until no further outliers can be removed. After
performing outlier removal, the feature measurements are
standardized into the range 0-1 by clamping each
measurement at plus and minus two standard deviations
over all samples from all participants. This standardization
method gives each measurement roughly equal weight. The
feature measurements, the hierarchical trees, the fallback
procedure, and the preprocessing steps have been described
more fully in earlier papers [30, 31].
The system backend is important to understand for this
study and will be described in detail. A vector-difference
authentication model transforms a multi-class problem into
a two-class problem (Fig. 3). The resulting two classes are
within-person (“you are authenticated”) and between-person
(“you are not authenticated”). This is a strong inferential
statistics method found to be particularly effective in large
open biometric systems and in multidimensional featurespace problems [7, 35].

78 duration features (39 means and 39 standard
deviations) of individual letter and non-letter keys,
and of groups of letter and non-letter keys
70 key-release-to-key-press transition features (35
means and 35 standard deviations) of the
transitions between letters or groups of letters,
between letters and non-letters or groups thereof,
between non-letters and letters or groups thereof,
and between non-letters and non-letters or groups
thereof
70 key-press-to-key-press transition features (35
means and 35 standard deviations) identical to the
above features except for the method of
measurement
19 percentage features that measure the percentage
of use of the non-letter keys and mouse clicks
2 keystroke input rates: the unadjusted input rate
(total time to enter the text / total number of
keystrokes and mouse events) and the adjusted
input rate (total time to enter the text minus pauses
greater than ½ second / total number of keystrokes
and mouse events)
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Figure 3. Transformation from feature space (a)
to feature distance space (b), adapted from [35].
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choices are within-person is k+(k-1)+...+1 = k(k+1)/2, and
the minimum score is 0. Now, consider that we authenticate
a user if the weighted-within-person choices are greater or
equal to m, where m varies from 0 to k(k+1)/2, and compute
the (FRR, FAR) pairs for each m to obtain an ROC curve.
The Equal Error Rate (EER), a common single measure of
system performance, is where the FAR equals the FRR.
The ROC curves in the experimental section below used 21
nearest neighbors to provide weighted scores in the range 0231 and thus 232 points on the ROC curve.

To explain the dichotomy transformation process, take an
example of three people {P1, P2, P3} where each person
supplies three biometric samples. Fig. 3 (a) plots the
biometric sample data for these three people in twodimensional feature space.
This feature space is
transformed into a feature-difference space by calculating
vector distances between pairs of samples of the same
person (within-person distances, denoted by x) and
distances between pairs of samples of different people
(between-person distances, denoted by x). Let dij represent
the individual feature vector of the ith person’s jth biometric
sample, then x and x are calculated as follows:
x = |dij – dik| where i=1 to n, and j,k=1 to m, jzk
x= |dij – dkl| where i,k=1 to n, izk and j,l=1 to m

IV.

(1)

where n is the number of people, m is the number of
samples per person, and the absolute value is of the
elements of these vectors. Fig. 3 (b) shows the transformed
feature distance space for the example problem.
If n people provide m biometric samples each, the
numbers of within-person and between-person distance
samples, respectively, are [24]:

n

m u m 1 u n
n
2

mumu

n u n 1
2

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This study employed free-text (arbitrary input) keystroke
data samples from the Zack, et al. study [36]. Data samples
were available from 120 experimental participants: fifteen
data samples from each of 14 participants, ten from each of
16 participants, and five from each of 90 participants.
All the data samples contained over 500 keystrokes
and averaged 755. They were input on Dell desktop PCs
and on laptop PCs (almost exclusively Dell machines).
Four new experiments were conducted on these data – two
closed-system and two open-system experiments. The first
experiment (Train-14/Test-14) used the 14 participant data:
ten samples per user for training and five for testing. The
second experiment (Train-30/Test-30) used data from 30
participants, adding to the first experiment five training and
five testing samples from each of the 16 additional
participants. The data samples for these two experiments
were collected in sets of five, the sets recorded at two-week
intervals, and the five samples of a set usually recorded in a
single day’s session. The participants were instructed to
enter emails on five different topics (from a given list of
topics) for their five samples in a set. These two
experiments are closed-system experiments because all the
participants are contained in both the training and the test
sets. Nevertheless, the system was still tested for intruders
because data samples from each participant were matched
against samples from the other participants to simulate
potential intruders.
The third experiment (Train-120/Test-30) diluted the
training data by adding a single set of five samples from
each of 90 additional participants. These 90 participants
were simply instructed to enter arbitrary emails. Thus,
training was on 120 participants and testing was on the same
30-participant data as experiment 2.
The fourth experiment (Train-75/Test-75) split the 90
participant data into two parts, adding the data from 45
participants to the training set and the other 45 participants
to the test set of the second experiment. For validation, a
second variation of this experiment swapped the two 45
participant portions of the data, and the results from the two
variations were averaged. These experiments perhaps
provided a more realistic evaluation of the system because
the samples from 45 of the test users were not included in
the training set and were never seen before by the system.

(2)

In the authentication process, a user’s keystroke sample
requiring authentication is first converted into a feature
vector. The difference between this feature vector and an
earlier-obtained enrollment feature vector from this user is
computed, and the resulting difference vector is classified as
within-person for authentication or between-person for nonauthentication. The k-nearest-neighbor method performs
this classification by comparing this feature-difference
vector against those in the training set.
To obtain system performance we simulate the
authentication process of many true users trying to get
authenticated and of many imposters trying to get
authenticated as other users. This is done by using the
numbers of the between- and within-person distances
explained above. For example, if we have five keystroke
test samples from each of 30 users as in one of the
experiments below, then (from the equation above) there are
300 within-person distances to simulate true users and
10,875 between-person distances to simulate imposters.
The feature distance space is populated similarly during
training.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are
usually used to characterize the performance of a biometric
system, and they show the trade-off between the False
Accept Rate (FAR) and the False Reject Rate (FRR). In this
study, the ROC curves are obtained by using a weighted
procedure of the k nearest neighbors [26]. This procedure
uses a linear rank weighting, assigning the first choice
(nearest neighbor) a weight of k, second a weight of k-1, ... ,
and the kth a weight of 1. The maximum score when all
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Figure 5. Train-14/Test-14: ROC curve (left),
FAR and FRR versus parameter m (right), EER = 1%.

For each of these experiments, training used the full data
samples of roughly 755 keystrokes per sample. Testing
used an independent set of data and each experiment
consisted of a series of sub-experiments on the first 100,
200, 300, 400, and 500 keystrokes of each test sample, and
also on the full test data samples.
The primary results of these four experiments are shown
in the four graphs of the EER as a function of the number of
keystrokes (Fig. 4). In this study, the EER was obtained
from the ROC curve or more accurately from the FAR and
FRR curves versus the parameter m (see below). Because
system performance (accuracy) and EER sum to one (or
100%), system performance equals 1 - EER.

Figure 6. Train-30/Test-30: ROC curve (left),
FAR and FRR versus parameter m (right), EER = 4%.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of this study was the evaluation of
the text-input performance as a function of two independent
variables – the population size and the number of keystrokes
per test sample – after training on the longest keystroke
samples available. As the number of keystrokes per test
sample was increased, the EER decreased roughly
logarithmically, and the EER increased with the increase in
population size. The performance results of 99% on 14
participants and 96% on 30 participants indicated the strong
potential of this approach.
Considering the intruder detection problem, it is
important to relate typing speed to the number of keystrokes
per minute. The average word length is five, plus a space,
or six characters per word [33]. For average computer
users, the average typing speed is 33 words per minute,
while a professional typist's speed is about twice that of the
average user [34]. Since the number of keystrokes is
usually only slightly more than the number of characters,
the average computer user generates about 200 keystrokes
per minute, while a professional typist generates about 400
keystrokes per minute. Although one tends to think of an
intruder as a fast typist, a safer assumption is that he would
be in the average to fast-typist range. Therefore, a single
minute of a potential intruder's burst input would likely be
in the 200-400 keystroke range, which is centered in the
range covered in the text input experiments (Fig. 4).
Because the knees of the curves are at roughly 300
keystrokes and a small difference in the length of the data
capture window, say from 1.0 to 1.5 minutes, could make a
rather large difference in the performance, a 1.5 minute or
more data-capture window seems appropriate.
To obtain system performance in this study we simulated
the authentication process of many true users trying to get
authenticated and of many imposters trying to get
authenticated as other users. An important advantage of this
vector-difference model is that it provides relatively large
numbers of between- and within-person distance samples
for analysis and ROC curve generation. However, the

Figure 4. EER versus number of keystrokes.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the ROC curves and the FAR/FRR
plots for the last sub-experiment of each of the two closedsystem experiments. Similar figures were also obtained for
the other keystroke lengths and other experiments (not
shown). The crossover points of the FAR and FRR curves
as a function of the ROC-curve derivation parameter m
provided good estimates of the EERs. Note that because
there are many more between-person distances simulating
imposters, the FAR curves are considerably smoother than
the FRR curves.
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thereby averting or reducing the risk of an unwanted user
entering or requesting sensitive health related data.
As the Internet continues to grow in size and in use,
measures that can successfully authenticate on a continual
basis, and verify that you are who you say you are, can be of
vital importance in the years ahead.

drawback to using all the possible vector-difference pairs in
this manner is that the simulated authentication decision is
based on only one vector difference of the feature vector to
be authenticated against a feature vector of the same person
for authentication or against a different person for nonauthentication to check for imposters.
In an actual
authentication system, however, the feature vector to be
authenticated should be matched against several feature
vectors (templates) of the authentic user in making the
authentication decision, and this will be explored in future
experiments.
In this study the EER was used for simplicity as a single
value of performance to show the trends of performance as a
function of the population size and the number of keystrokes
per sample. However, in a deployed system the operating
point on the ROC curve would be chosen appropriately,
usually with a considerably lower FAR than FRR.
Although a low FAR operating point would incur more false
rejections, several authentication failures could be required
before signaling an intruder alarm.
While large quantities of keystroke training data can be
collected from the authentic users (over many days, weeks,
and even months), the quantity of keystroke data available
for detecting unauthorized users must be limited to a minute
or so in order to detect the intruder before significant harm
is committed. Because large quantities of training data are
usually available for this application, elaborate and possibly
sophisticated procedures for training the system on
significant quantities of data should be investigated.
Future work on intruder detection should also focus
directly on the type of input expected from intruders, such
as specific commands entered from a command prompt.
These might include DOS commands (cd, dir, copy, del,
systeminfo, regedit, etc.), UNIX commands (ls, cp, rm,
whoami, chmod, ipconfig, etc.), and executable file
extensions (exe, com, dll, etc.). Because an intruder will
likely interact with the GUI, the biometric value of mouse
information – context, clicks, trajectory, speed, and
acceleration – should also be explored.
This study investigated the detection of intruders on
standard PCs. It is anticipated that this work, when fully
extended to cover all the aforementioned interrelated
biometrics, should have the capability of detecting
unauthorized users of computers in different environments
such as government offices and private sector workplaces.
Accordingly, an effective real-time keystroke verification
system that can authenticate early and often can determine,
for instance, if an individual swapped places during the
taking of an online exam or detect whether an unauthorized
user is suddenly working on a machine he/she is not
supposed to use. In situations that deal with sensitive
military or government information, this can be of vital
importance. Similarly, systems that deal with personal
health information (in hospitals, nursing homes, etc.) can
provide an additional layer of security with this approach,
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